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FLASH!!
Happy Birthday, 100J!
It was two years ago this month when our original subscribers received an email containing the first 100J. Before putting the current issue together, I took a look at that
first issue. It is almost unrecognizable. Below is the masthead and part of page 1.

Number 1

February 2016

Welcome Aboard!
This is our first monthly newsletter. It is dedicated to the grading of US stamps. Like
most new publications, it will start off slowly and pick-up speed as we continue this
journey. While virtually everyone receiving this newsletter has a great degree of
familiarity with graded stamps, we will try very hard each month to present you with
information that is new and useful to you.

In the beginning, the “we” was just me - Ray Lieberman. When asked why I started
100J, I always referred to my love of grading and my desire to help philately grow and
prosper in the face of a long decline in active collectors.
It was so evident to me that grading could attract a new class of collector/investor that
would help replace the constant loss of senior collectors and the hobby’s inability to recruit young collectors. Grading has the ability to save our hobby.
After two years, I am really shocked by the progress we have made. If you think we
have been doing OK up to this point, make sure your seat belt is securely fastened, because the ride ahead is going to be fast, exciting, and lots of fun. RL
Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately
since stamps were first issued!
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100J of the Month
We rarely associate the grade of 100J
with classic period stamps, especially
those assigned only a single-digit Scott
number. Yet, here today is a wonderful
example of the best of the best.
Our 100J spotlight this month falls on
this beautiful Scott 9.
When we focus on imperforated
stamps, it is very common to see
100J’s being created at the cost of
neighboring stamps.
It is difficult, however, to understand
how this one was created. Was it accomplished at the time it was affixed to
its envelope? Was it cut from a large
enough block at some point after its
original use? I doubt we will ever know
the creation details. We will need to just
sit back and enjoy this beauty.
Regarding its metrics, there are 10 used 100J’s today. All 10 have been graded by
PSE with none graded this high by PF. The total number of graded used Scott 9’s is
621 (551 by PSE and 70 by PF). Used 100J’s account for only 1.6% of all graded
used Scott 9’s. There are three other Scott 9 100J’s. Two are never hinged and the
remaining one is in OG condition. Only three used 100J’s have been added to the
population since October 2011 (6½ years).
Based on Siegel auction results, for some unexplained reason, the last used 100J
(this stamp) was sold in March 2016 for only $1,770 (includes buyer’s premium). The
PSE SMQ for a used graded 100 is $2,750 (remember PSE does not value 100J’s). I
think that sale was a huge bargain for the buyer.
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February 2018 Issue

Editor’s Thoughts

This Issue

Ray Lieberman

FLASH!! / Happy Birthday, 100J. Two
years old and going strong. Page 1.

Item 1 - We have back issues for you.

We often receive requests for back issues
of 100J. We have made arrangements to
accommodate any requests for our first year
Editor’s Thoughts / We now have prior (“Y1”), the 2016 issues. We have also creatissues available. A gift for your comed a table showing the contents of each isments. Pages 3 - 5.
sue from Y1.
100J of the Month / A Scott catalog
single-digit numbered stamp. Page 2.

Topic of the Month / Graded used
stamps are the hot segment of the
graded marketplace. Pages 6 - 8.

If you want any Y1 issues, just email us at
ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com and we
will send them to you by email.

Tip of the Month / E3 is a very special
Special Delivery stamp. Pages 9 - 11.

If you request multiple issues, we may send
them utilizing more than one email because
The Pros Speak / You supply the ques- of their size.
tions, we get the answers from the pros!
The Database of the Month is a separate
Pages 11 - 14.
Excel workbook. Please indicate whether
It’s Coming! / A list of topics that we will you want the database material as well as
the newsletter itself.
address during the year. Page 15.
Grading Contest / We changed the
rules to make it easier for YOU to win.
Read about Mark W. If he can get 100%
correct, why not YOU! Pages 15-21.

Read the Table of Contents to see if there
are any articles of interest to you. We will be
honored to fulfill any requests you have.
Obviously, there is no cost involved for acquiring past issues. The Table of Contents
is on the next page.

Next month, we will offer you our Y2 (2017) newsletters and provide a Y2 Table of
Contents. Y2 contains some very informative articles that you will probably want to
read. We will follow the same procedure for Y2 issue requests. Please wait until you
receive your March issue of 100J before submitting requests for Y2.
Item 2 - Graded Used Stamps.
We have on several occasions mentioned that graded used stamps are the hot segment of the graded market. Our Topic of the Month discusses an upcoming Siegel
auction devoted to one man’s accumulation of graded used stamps of the highest
quality. If you are interested in graded used stamps, be sure to review that article and
auction catalog.
In our April issue, we will review that auction unlike any other publication does. That
analysis will present a very revealing look at the graded marketplace. A must read!
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
100J Table of Contents Form
Issue #1 Opening / Flash!!
Month #2 100J of the Month
Pages #3 Editor's Thoughts

#4 Topic of the Month

#7 Auction Results

#5 Database of the Month

#8 Contest Winner

#6 Tip of the Month

#9 Contest Stamps

100J - Year One Issues - Contents
No. 1
FEB
7 pp

#1 Welcome Aboard

#4 Are Graded OG Priced Too Low?

Started Issue 9

#2 Scott 1017 NH / PF

#5 1940 Commemoratives

Started Issue 3

#3 The Impact of Grading

Started Issue 6

Started Issue 2

No. 2
MAR
8 pp

#1 Wanted - More Comments

#4 Do You Collect Graded Sets?

Started Issue 9

#2 Scott 230 Used / PSE

#5 1930 Commemoratives

Started Issue 3

#3 Paper or Plastic?

Started Issue 6

#9 Scott 496 PR / 569 / 827

No. 3

#1 Imperforates

#4 Part 1 - Defining the "Best of the Best"

Started Issue 9

#5 1938 Prexy / 1939 Prexy Coils
Started Issue 6

#8 Rich Spector
#9 Scott 720 / C24 / J46

No. 4 #1 The Market is Hot
JUN #2 Scott C10 Used / PSE
10 pp #3 The World Stamp Show

#4 Part 2 - Valuing the "Best of the Best"

Started Issue 9

#5 1901 Pan Am / 1932 Wash Bicentennial

#8 Larry Hull

Started Issue 6

#9 Scott 493 / 907 / C20

No. 5 #1 WSS 2016
JUL #2 Scott 722 OG / PSE
11 pp #3 Wanted! Be a Published Author

#4 Part 3 - The NH Premium "Best of Best"

Started Issue 9

#5 1929 Kansas / Nebraska

#8 Steve DeMoe

Started Issue 6

#9 Scott 572 / 721 / 832

No. 6 #1 New Look and Feel!
AUG #2 Scott 703 NH / PSE
11 pp #3 Monthly Grading Contest

#4 PSE Set Registry - Great Way to Collect

Started Issue 9

#5 1913-15 Panama Pacific (10 and 12)

#8 Larry Hull (2)

#6 Scott 930 - 933 NH

#9 Scott 525 / 1190 / Canada 260

No. 7 #1 Stamp Collector Going to Mars!
SEP #2 Scott C13-C15 NH / PSE
11 pp #3 PSE Podcasts

#4 UPT's - The Rarest of the Rare

Started Issue 9

#5 1920's Commemoratives

#8 Patrick Reedy

#6 Scott 832 - 834 NH

#9 Scott 490 LP / 847 PR / 1054b PR

No. 8 #1 The "I" Word
OCT #2 Scott Q7 U / PSE
12 pp #3 Investment is NOT a 4 Letter Word

#4 Part 1 - Where Have All the Jumbos Gone? Started Issue 9

APR/MAY #2 Scott C30 OG / PSE
10 pp #3 How Do I Promote Grading?

#5 1919-22 Offices in China

#8 Rich Spector (2)

#6 Scott 718 / 727 / 795 / 837 / 854 NH

#9 Scott 285 / 298 / C31

#4 Part 2 - Where Have All the Jumbos Gone? #7 Siegel Sale 1138
No. 9 #1 All Grading Certs Are Not Equal
#5 1922-25 Regular Issue
#8 Trevor Morgan
NOV #2 Scott 415 NH / PSE
#9 Scott 685 / 745 / 2870g
14 pp #3 The Future of the Hobby - Our Role #6 Scott 294 - 295 Used

This is our listing of Y1 issues. Please order by the issue number or month listed in
the first column. The database was originally sent separately, so if you want it, please
ask for it along with the newsletter.
Any questions, just ask us at ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com.
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
Item 3 - We need your thoughts and comments.
Undertaking the publication of a monthly newsletter entails a great amount of effort and
dedication. We have no complaints about the allocation of resources since it is a labor
of love. We really enjoy informing and entertaining grading collectors and especially
new grading collectors.
This is YOUR grading newsletter. As such, we wish that we could hear from our readers more often. It is our readers that will help us design and shape the various issues
of 100J. In order for us to present relevant topics, we definitely need to hear from you.
We understand how precious time is for all of us. With business and family matters utilizing most of your time, there is very little left for recreational activities. Therefore, we
want to recognize any contribution you make to helping us improve 100J. We have
some interesting seals produced in 1932. They were designed to help elect FDR to his
first term. Stamp collecting was a huge hobby back then and FDR was the nation’s
most famous philatelist.
The seals come in four colors. We will send you two for your first communication with
us and then one for each additional comment, suggestion, or criticism. You will feel
good for helping us make 100J even better than it is presently and you will gather a
very collectible set of Cinderella seals.

These seals were printed on sheets containing 20 seals per sheet. Straight-edges account for the majority of the stamps. Unfortunately, I don’t know anything about these
seals. If you have knowledge about them, you could earn up to a full set of four if you
cover this subject fully. Just email ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com. Thank you!
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Topic of the Month
The Graded USED Market - Part 1
Readers of 100J know that for a long time we have been discussing the graded used
market as the “hot” segment of the entire graded market. There is an upcoming event
that we believe will fully support our contention.
Siegel auctions will be holding their sale 1174 on March 7th. That auction should clearly
let all graded collectors know just how valuable highly-graded used stamps have become.
There are 388 lots of used stamps. A brief review of the Siegel catalog shows that virtually all stamps are supported by certificates of authentication with the vast majority being
graded (we estimate 85%+).
To provide a highlight of this auction is very difficult when surrounded by many of the
world’s best graded examples. Here is our attempt to highlight some of the outstanding
lots in that auction - just enough to get you excited.
There are 73 lots devoted to the pre-Columbian regular issues. Columbian dollar values
have 16, yes 16, graded lots topped off by a graded-95 used $5 Columbian value. From
this auction, you can acquire a used matched set of the dollar values all graded 95.

Lot 87 - SMQ $2,600
6 this grade / 1 higher

Lot 94 - SMQ $3,250
9 this grade / 4 higher

Lot 97 - SMQ $4,850
10 this grade / 2 higher

Lot 100 - SMQ $6,500
8 this grade / 1 higher
Lot 104 - SMQ $6,750
12 this grade / 2 higher
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Topic of the Month / Continued
Being offered is one of the most difficult
used commemoratives to acquire. This $2
Trans-Mississippi is one of the six used at
grade 95 with none grading higher. Over
the last seven years only two used 95’s
have been added to the population. Whether this grade will remain the highest used
grade is unknown. It is somewhat doubtful,
however, that there is a better centered one
hidden in a collection. This stamp is being
sold in lot 137. It was previously sold by
Siegel in 2012 for $6,900 (including buyer’s
premium). It is one of the nicer graded 95 examples bearing only a faint postmark. PSE
SMQ is $8,750. This stamp probably is one of the finest graded U.S. used stamps.
We don’t want you to think that
this collection holds only very expensive stamps. It is a collection of HIGH QUALITY used
stamps. Take this (◄) Scott 657
for example. It is a used UPT unique population top. It is the
highest graded used stamp at
the grade of 100 and it is the only
one to achieve this grade. It is
unpriced by PSE. This is a wonderful stamp. Here (►) is another premium example - Scott 670
graded 100. In this case, however, it is a UPT for all graded 670’s. It is the only stamp to
obtain a grade of 100 among all conditions (used, OG, and NH). No other stamp is graded 100 - totally unique. The collection is full of these true gems. It will be very interesting
to see what these stamps will realize at this unreserved auction.
The airmails are well represented, especially by sets of used Zepps. The auction offers
matched sets (all graded the same) of C13-15 in the grades of 98, 95, 90, and 85. While
Zepps are very common in
NH condition, used sets that
are highly graded are very
hard to acquire. The highest
used grade for the 65¢ value
is 98 with only four graded at that level. The 98 set being sold could be unique.
Other BOB items are well represented with revenues accounting for 46 lots. There are
24 collections at the end that deserve very careful review. All stamps are pictured
and listed in Siegel’s superior website.
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Topic of the Month / Continued
This collection being sold in one auction should convince everyone that graded used
stamps are as desirable as any segment of the graded market. Undoubtedly, there will
be record prices established. We will report in detail on this auction which will be the
Topic of the Month in the April issue of 100J.
We have often told our readers that we believe that Steve Crippe is the best graded
stamp dealer in the country. Steve not only sells high-quality and hard-to-find grade
stamps, but he also maintains an addressable database that includes 15,000 graded
stamps that he has sold over the years. Maintaining this data is an expense for Steve,
but places him head and shoulders above all other dealers.
Reviewing Steve’s recent data, we noticed a large percentage of his sales were graded
used stamps. Whether these sales represent a trend or just a temporary run on graded
used stamps is hard to tell. Nonetheless, there is a clear focus on graded used stamps
that we have not seen before. Here is a partial listing of his recent used sales.
Scott

Grade

Condition

285
286
288
289
290
291
292
294
295
297
299
324
326
329
330
367
398
399

98
98
98
98
98
95
95
98
98
95
95
98J
98J
95
98
95
98
85J

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Amount
750
675
975
1,650
1,650
975
3,500
850
675
400
475
600
875
275
1,250
75
225
88

Scott

Grade

Condition

400A
548
568
570
571
573
579
585
645
707
844
656 PR
841 LP
842 PR
847 LP
848 PR
851 LP
851 PR

98J
98J
98J
98
98
98J
95
98
98J
95J
98
95
98
98
95
90
98
95

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Amount
700
450
400
300
325
650
450
150
185
65
225
225
315
175
220
105
500
200

These sales further substantiate that quality graded used stamps are in demand. In addition to the high-grades, the sale prices confirm the demand and desirability that are
characteristic of today’s graded used market.

When you realize how hard it is to find a highly-graded used stamp, you will understand
why they are so hot. They have seen a journey through the mailstream that is full of potential jeopardy. Not only do they need the requisite centering, but they also need to be
free of defects which can be introduced at any step in their journey. They are much
harder to find than their unused (NH and OG) counterparts.
Part 2 will be in the April issue where we will review the entire auction.
Be sure to see an auction analysis like you have never seen before.
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Tip of the Month

Scott E3 - A Very Special Flat Plate Special Delivery
While all the flat plate special delivery stamps are difficult to find in highly-graded condition, E3 is one of our favorites because of its color and history. It was printed in conjunction with the Columbian Exposition. The PO was concerned that there would be confusion between the 1¢ Columbian issue that was printed in blue and the blue color of the
special delivery stamps. It therefore, changed the color of the existing E2 to orange thus
creating a new special delivery stamp - Scott E3.
E3 was issued sometime after January 24, 1893. The earliest documented use of E3 is
February 11th. Multiples carry a premium with plate blocks and strips carrying extremely
high valuations. For instance, a NH plate block of eight is valued at $16,500 - in the
grade of 80!!
Covers franked with E3 are valued at $200. While Scott does not distinguish any additional valuation for the other stamps on the cover, We have seen a premium when the
cover is franked with Columbian Expo stamps or when E3 is applied to one of the Columbian Expo stamped envelopes - Scott U348-U351. The ultimate cover would be one
postmarked during the Expo’s run (May 1– October 30, 1893) on an Expo stamped envelope carrying additional franking consisting of Columbian Expo stamps making up the
remainder of the postage charge. Such covers should carry a significant premium. Scott
does value covers postmarked at the Expo station at $1,250 for a machine cancel and
$1,500 for a hand cancel.
The centering of E3’s is notoriously poor with a large portion also suffering from blind
perfs. That is why there is a grand total of only 25 stamps graded 95 or better - PSE 20
and PF 5. The highest graded E3 is a 98J which happens to be a UPT (see note in table
on the next page). Population and valuation metrics are reported on the next page.

This is one of the
highest graded E3’s
in existence - 95
NH. There is only
one NH example
that grades higher at
95J. Beautiful margins. Just about as
rare as it gets.
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Tip of the Month / Continued

ACQUISITION STRATEGIES

Ungraded: While we have often recommended the strategy of purchasing ungraded examples to find highly-graded stamps, for this particular stamp, this approach can be only
marginally effective and then only for used examples. The scarcity of well-centered examples and the evident understanding of E3’s desirable nature is common knowledge.
Therefore, we can only suggest that seeking ungraded used stamps from sources that
may not have specifically focused on these stamps might, and we will repeat might, produce some positive results. Possible but not very probable.
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Tip of the Month / Continued
Graded: We should first start out with a brief comment on the rare nature of this stamp.
With only 152 unused (NH and OG) stamps having been graded by both PSE and PF in
16 years of grading, the rare nature of E3 cannot be hidden. If we use the Scott catalog
grade of 80 as an acceptable grade, we have reduced this number to 90 unused examples. This is an extremely small population. It gets even more restrictive when considering highly-graded E3’s. There are just 18 unused highly-graded (grades 95+) E3’s in existence. No matter how you look at the E3 market, this is a tough stamp to acquire in a
decent grade. If one is offered at SMQ or less, you should definitely consider acquiring
it. This is not a stamp that will see a large increase in population over the foreseeable
future.
Potential Valuations: We can foresee stable to increasing valuations going forward. In
Q4 2017, there were only two graded E3’s sold in our valuation work which covers,
eBay, Steve Crippe, and seven of the major auction houses. One was a 90J and the
other an 85, both OG. This is limited data but substantiates the rare nature of E3. It
should be noted that the 98J, in our opinion, is extremely undervalued considering that it
is the highest graded E3 in the world (slightly dramatic - yes, true - yes)!! If the opportunity to acquire this stamps arises, we believe that paying 200% or more of SMQ is
justified.
Conflict-of-Interest Statement: Never accept a “tip” about anything from anyone who
does not provide you with a conflict-of-interest statement. You need to understand if that
person is providing a tip to help themselves rather than you.
As of February 15, 2018, we own a total of 3-4 highly-graded examples. We also own
several ungraded examples that will be submitted for grading in the future. We believe
that we have an UNBIASED PERSPECTIVE in our discussion of this stamp.

The “Tip of the Month” column contains the sole opinions of the editorial staff of 100J.
They are not based on comments by any dealer or organization. The opinions expressed in this section should not be relied upon for any purchase contemplated by the
reader. The opinions expressed are strictly the unsubstantiated views of the editorial
staff of 100J.

Last month, this column was called “Question - Asking the Experts.” This month, we
thought the title above would better reflect the purpose of this section. Please remember
what we wrote last month. We are NOT the Experts or the Pros. We get the questions
and then we ask the Pros for their answers. This month, we have three great questions
that impact all of us at some point in getting our stamps graded.
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The Pros Speak / Continued
The first two questions were submitted by Joseph Wetmore. He asked questions that
most of us have been impacted by in the past without fully understanding the answers.
Thanks so much, Joseph, for two great questions. By the way, you will be the first person receiving the FDR seals (see page 5).
Q1: “In a bi-colored stamp, does the position of the vignette affect the grade?”
A1: The position of the vignette relative to the frame of the stamp is evaluated by how it
affects the eye-appeal of the stamp. A well-centered vignette can result in a grade
bump, while an off-centered one can reduce the grade. The decision to adjust the grade
based on the position of the vignette is subjective.
There is another aspect of vignette shifts. There is a point when the vignette is so offcentered that it becomes a very collectible item. When this occurs, there is no deduction
for the off-centered aspect. In such a case, the vignette shift is mentioned on the certificate. If the shift is of the extreme variety, it might even result in a grade bump if the
stamp remains attractive.
The most well-known vignette shift is the “Grounded Plane” variety on Scott C3. Three
sheets of 100 were found at various times
that had the wheels of the plane breaking
through the “C” of the word cents. The stamp
on the left is an extreme version of the
grounded plane variety and was sold by
Siegel in their auction 1147 on February 28,
2017. It is an OG (hinged) straight edge
stamp. It realized $6,490 including buyer’s
premium.
C3 occurs with the vignette shifted up and
down, and left and right. Each version is
worth more than an ordinary C3 with the extreme shifts worth exceeding more.
Vignette shifts are popular on other stamps
besides the C3. The Pan-American series
(Scott 294-299) has great shifts on several of the stamps, most notably the lower values
(1¢, 2¢, and 4¢). Another set of great vignette shifts comes from the dollar values of the
1938 Presidential Series (Scott 832-834).
The $5 Presidential example (Scott 834) on the right, shows an
extreme vignette shift with President Coolidge’s head breaking
through some of the letters of the word “States.”
While this example shows President Coolidge’s head significantly
off center, it is a perfect stamp to demonstrate where there is no
grade reduction and perhaps even a grade bump for the vignette
shift. It is certainly a collectible piece.
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The Pros Speak / Continued
Q2: “How is a stamp’s grade affected by a pulled perforation or a short perforation?”
A2: A pulled perforation occurs when paper has been removed from the stamp below
the bottom of the perforation hole. Such a defect is considered a major flaw and most
collectors consider such a stamp to be faulty. Understandably, a pulled perforation results in a significant grade reduction from the grade the stamp would have received
based solely on centering.
The average length of most perforations is about one millimeter (0.04 inches). PSE considers any perforation that is 0.2 millimeters (0.008 inches) to be a short perf. A perforation of this length or less is considered a fault, and will result in a grade reduction. That
reduction will not be as great as the one for a completely pulled perf.

Scott 324 - A clear pulled perf.

Scott 90 - PSE certified “short
perf at the right (01015872).

The two examples are pretty clear. There are examples that require close examination
to determine the difference. Obviously a short perf is the “preferred” flaw.

Q3: “Do blind perforations affect a stamp’s grade?”
A3: A blind perforation occurs when the perforating pin does not cut completely through
the paper, leaving paper in the perforation hole. A blind perf will result in a one-grade
reduction in the final grade of a stamp, because it reduces the eye-appeal of the stamp.
Multiple blind perforations will result in a greater deduction.
Some stamps are known for having significantly more blind perfs than other issues.
Some blind perfs “create” imperforate errors. The blind perfs can look almost invisible,
thus giving the illusion of an imperforate error. Blind perfs can convert otherwise decent
stamps into stamps unworthy of grading.
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The Pros Speak / Continued
Scott J16
At first glance, this looks like a new
variety. A unique imperforated pair.
WOW! Unfortunately when you look a
bit closer, you will note five very faint
blind perfs at the top. Although not
noted in the 2018 Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps &
Covers - the bible of philately, no imperforated multiples are listed. One
can only imagine what the next row
down from this one might have looked
like!

Scott 640
Here is a nice plate block of 4 of
a tough stamp. While none of
the singles are that great from a
grading perspective, it nonetheless might have yielded a stamp
or two for a mid-range grade.
Thanks, however, to the numerous blind perfs, grading is a
waste of time, energy, and
money. Plate blocks of rotary
issues (especially Scott 632642 and 692-701) are the worst
offenders.

The purpose of this segment is to further your knowledge of various aspects of philately
and especially grading. At its worst, it will remind you of “stuff” you already know - call it
a refresher course.

At its best, it will provide you with information you didn’t know. On those occasions, we
will feel really great because that is part of our stated goal - to educate and entertain
on the subject of grading.
Furthermore, since we believe that grading is the salvation of the philatelic hobby,
providing new lessons is a day’s job well done by us. RS
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It’s Coming!
Topics You Will See in Future Issues of 100J.
When we decided to share our ideas about future segments of 100J with our readers,
we needed a title for this column. Somehow we agreed on the above title - It’s Coming!
When we shared this with our trusted others (wives and close friends - sometimes the
same person), we were told more than once that the title sounded like a Stephen King
novel. Nonetheless, we are keeping the title.
This will not be a fictional list but rather a list of topics that we believe will be discussed
in 100J sometime in the next year. While these are our best thoughts to date, we always hope that our subscribers will tell us what they want to see in 100J. After all,
100J is YOUR grading newsletter.
Please add topics to this list. It will help make this newsletter not only the fastest growing grading newsletter but also the BEST!

Grading Contest
Some Changes Are Easy, Some Are Not!
First, the change in the contest rules did prove to inject some life to the contest. Unfortunately it took a mid-contest change in the rules to ensure that someone would win.
We strongly believe that this month’s contest will prove much easier and more enticing
than any contest we have run. So with our apology, let’s review last month’s contest.
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Grading Contest / Continued
Shortly after last month’s newsletter was distributed, we received entries from two of
our contestants who have won more contests than all others. We were surprised when
both their entries contained NO correct graded pairs. We contacted them and asked
two questions:
1. Was the new format more fun?
2. Were they shocked when we revealed their lack of correct answers?
The answers to both questions was a resounding YES. We discussed with them how to
keep the fun in the new format and at the same time help people submit more correct
answers.
We came up with the idea of presenting two grades for each stamp. One grade would
be correct and thus give contestants a much better chance of correctly pairing-up
stamps. After we restarted the contest through a FLASH announcement sent out on
Monday January 29th, the entries showed a higher rate of correct answers. We, therefore, believe that we accomplished our goal of increasing the level of fun and the number of correct answers.
Therefore, we are pleased to announce the “official” winner to the January contest - our
former Contest King - Mr. Larry Hull from the middle of the country, Missouri. Larry is a
well known grading fan who was the subject of our recent article about the two C11’s
that came from a plate block owned by Larry. One was graded 100 with other taking
the summit grade of 100J.
For the January contest, Larry submitted his entry at 3:13 PM on Monday January 29 th.
He missed only two of the eight paired stamps while also correctly identifying the Lone
Eagle. Under the new rules Larry earned $125 which has already been deposited into
his PayPal account.
The reason why we mentioned the date and time Larry submitted his entry is because
we had another reader who had the same score. Congratulations go out to William
Horsfield for an outstanding performance in the January grading contest. Unfortunately,
William’s entry was received on Saturday February 3rd. Ties are broken in favor of the
earliest entry received. Congratulations to both Larry and William.
Here are the correct answers to the January contest:

Stamp 1 - Scott 208
Graded 95
Certificate 01272700

Stamp 2 - Scott 269
Graded 85
Certificate 01110005

Stamp 3 - Scott 326
Graded 85
Certificate 01150101
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Grading Contest / Continued

Stamp 5 - Scott 573
Graded 98
Certificate - 01260017

Stamp 4 - Scott 349 PR
Graded - 90
Certificate - 01331011

Stamp 7 - Scott 722
Graded - 100J
Certificate - 01282698

Stamp 6 - Scott 597
Graded 90
Certificate - 01270007

Stamp 8 - Scott 2870g
Graded - 95
Certificate - 01276305

Stamp 9 - Scott C85
Graded - 98
Certificate - 01291001

The winning pairs were: Graded 98 - stamps 5 and 9 / Graded 95 - stamps 1 and 8 /
Graded 90 - stamps 4 and 6 / Graded 85 - 2 and 3 / Lone Eagle - stamp 7.
When we sent the FLASH amending the contest by making it more collector-friendly, we
not only provided two grades for each stamp but even more importantly, we gave partial credit. For example, if a contestant submitted stamps 1 and 4 for grade-95, we
would give that entry ½ credit for correctly guessing stamp 1 even though stamp 4 was
not a graded-95.
Based on the rules, we give each correctly identified stamp ½ of the correct graded
pair or $12.50 (½ x $25). There are eight graded stamps that equal four graded pairs.
Therefore, each correctly identified stamp earns $12.50 - total 8 x $12.50 = $100. The
Lone Eagle is worth $50. Total potential payout remains at $150. The more stamps you
correctly identify, the more you earn.
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Grading Contest / Continued
We will now present you with nine PSE-graded stamps. Eight of the nine stamps represent four identically graded pairs. The ninth stamp is the Lone Eagle for the month and
has no stamp graded the same.
Your task is to pair eight stamps and identify the Lone Eagle. We will supply you with
the grades of the four pairs. You need to determine which two stamps have the same
grade and which grade that is.
To make life easier, for each stamp we are listing two grades. One is the actual grade
with the other being an incorrect grade. This dramatically increases your chance of
winning.

Scott 8A. Is it an 80 or an 85 grade?

Scott 113. Is it an 80 or an 85 grade?

Scott 289. Is it a 95 or
a 98 grade?
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Grading Contest / Continued

Scott 297. Is it a 90 or 95 grade?

Scott 606a PR. Is it an 80 or 85 grade?

Scott 455 PR. Is it a
95 or a 98 grade?
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Grading Contest / Continued

Scott 721 PR. Is it a 90 or 95 grade?

Scott 1117. Is it a 95 or a 98 grade?

Scott RW24. Is it a 90 or 95 grade?

The nine stamps in the February contest represent the following:
Graded Pairs: 98 / 95 / 90 / 80. Lone Eagle: 85.
Just to make sure you fully understand, of the nine stamps on the two prior pages,
there are two graded-98 stamps, two graded-95 stamps, two graded-90 stamps, two
graded-80 stamps and only one graded-85 stamp. Just pair up the stamps, submit your
entry as early as possible, and check your PayPal balance for your winnings.
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Grading Contest / Continued
Please email your entries to ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com no later than March
7th. The winner will be announced in the March issue. We sincerely hope you like this
new format. Share with us your feelings about the new format. And, just remember,

You have to be in it, to win it!!

Just One More “Believe It or Not Story!”
Mark Wetherbee, who resides in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, is our Technical Advisor.
Mark is extremely talented in and around our computing needs - both hardware and
software. In a prior life, Mark wrote world-class software that was used by a Fortune
500 company to increase productivity from a direct sales force of 3,200 people.
Mark helps 100J with all its technical issues. Mark is not a stamp collector, but because of his involvement with us, he has picked up a decent education, especially
when it comes to grading a stamp.
We allowed Mark to enter last month’s contest even though he could not win because
of his affiliation with 100J. He entered the contest “just for fun.” When we were reviewing the entries, we graded his entry along with all the others. Unbelievable!! Mark
guessed every stamp correctly. He received a PERFECT SCORE!!
We hope that this story serves as inspiration. From this point further, we are going to
use the phrase, “Mark did it - why not you?”
We are very proud of Mark and his new-found ability. Now, the pressure is on Mark
to prove that he is not a one-contest fluke but has rather become a grading PhD.
Thanks, Mark for all you do to fulfill our goal of expanding the grading movement.

100J is a monthly newsletter focused on the grading aspect of philately. It is
published ten times during the year (combined issue in July/August and November/December). It is delivered by email to any and all interested parties. Subscriptions are free and may be requested by using the form on www.100jgrading-newsletter.com or by requesting a subscription by email to ray@100jgrading-newsletter.com. You may unsubscribe by emailing ray@100j-grading
-newsletter.com.
The marks SCOTT and SCOTT’s are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and are trademarks of Amos Press, Inc. dba Scott Publishing Co.

